[Questioning the obvious.].
The actual language on mental health in Quebec is founded on a série of premises that generally remain implicit or are introduced as postulates of "good will" with regard to reality. The authors want to question the significance and the real range of those premises by using a comparative analysis. Considering the concept of desinstitutionalization as used in different countries, they detect the ambiguities and the differences due to the context and to the postulates specific to each of those systems. Then, to elaborate our own premises, they utilize a decentralization method: with the help of their knowledge of other cultural ways of reacting to the problems of psychiatry-mental health, on the one hand in Africa, and on the other from data gathered in Quebec from psychiatric patients, ex-patients and friends. This twofold study leads them to express, compare and criticize what they introduce as the three main premises of mental health language in Quebec: to popularize psychiatric-mental health problems and to introduce a standardization of the people and a uniformity of structure in a field that remains very complex. A study of the theoretical character of this model, of its moralizing dimension and of the key-actors who contribute to its definition, allows them to describe the socio-historic context. The authors question the possibility of introducing a new dimension in our ways of thinking, management and action.